Marketing Automation Progression
YOUR REQUIREMENTS. YOUR RATING. YOUR PACE.

PHASE 0
Experimental. Prior to Adoption.
The journey to leveraging the power of Marketing Automation
starts here. Now you have the ability to join the other top
performing companies in your industry and work smarter, not
harder, as you drive results. When you start to see a need to
create more efficiencies and have a stronger strategic
approach, you have started the first step towards Marketing
Automation.

WHO IS READY FOR THIS PHASE
• Teams that have buy-in to leverage technology to drive
demand
• Teams that have a budget ready to allocate to next level
digital marketing
Experimental automation is when you are looking to start
with some streamlined campaigns and outreach that is more
complex in nature then sending everyone in your list, the
same message, every once in a while. Organizations that
have been doing batch and blast emails and want a more
sophisticated way to communicate

To get started you should have a solid understanding of
the following:
• Goals
• Content Strategy
• CRM Database and/or Target Accounts and Customer Lists
• Campaign Initiatives
• Belief in the Possibilities of Automation
• Team of Technically Curious Marketers
If you are new to marketing automation or lack marketing
automation expertise and muscle, secure a partner to navigate through the process.

BUSINESS IMPACT
Visibility to baseline metrics to measure your demand
generation efforts

RESULTS
Increase engagement by 50%
Improve customer retention by 30%

If you are new to marketing automation or lack marketing
automation experience on your team, make sure to
secure a partner to navigate through the experimental
phase so you can lay a strong foundation for the rest of
your marketing automation journey.

In Leadous’ Marketing Automation Progression Model, we support your team with key services including
Campaigns On-Demand and Automation Evaluations. A strong foundation and data driven metrics build
a case for the investment in automation, ultimately measuring the success of your demand generation
efforts and creating ROI.

Reach out to info@leaous.com today to connect with an expert.
ABOUT LEADOUS INC
We believe that marketing is a Human Experience.

CONTACT US

Behind every email, logo and computer screen are people waiting
to engage with the world around them. We connect people to your
brand by enhancing your marketing strategy with purposeful
automation that drives mindful digital experiences. Building a
sound foundation for your team to deliver business results and
create happy clients.

Find out how we can help you reach your Digital Marketing
goals by contacting our team today.

HAPPY CLIENTS are how we measure our success.

TEXT YOUR QUESTIONS | (215) 431-9462
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